Abstract: We report an experiment that extends the concept of two-photon probability amplitude to the general case of independent photons. The experiment also shows interesting practical applications regarding high resolution interference patterns with thermal sources.
a joint photo-electron event at space-time points (r1, tl) and (r2, t2), produced by two light quanta with distinguishable and/or indistinguishable alternative amplitudes [2] . Besides probing the fundamental issues of quantum theory, the massive study of entangled states has provided great insights on two-photon interferometry [3] . In particular, we have a better understandiilg of the troubling statement of Dirac: "Each photon interferes only with itself. Interference betweeil two different photons never occurs."' The question whether two individual photons can or cannot interfere with each other has been answered experimentally based on the study of two-photon interferometry of SPDC: two-photon interference cannot simply be described in terms of interference of two independent photons but must be envisioned as an actual two-photon phenomenon in which the indistinguishable alternatives are two-photon amplitudes cointributing to the final joint photo-electron events [4] . The concept of two-photon amplitude is somehow troublinig, probably because of the nonlocality that it implies, and so, if accepted, it has generally been considered peculiar of entangled photons.
We report an experiirmental study [5] that mnay extend the concept of two-photon interference as the result of superposition of indistinguiishable twc-photon amplitudes to the genieral case of two independernt photons.
The result is intriguing also in a practical sense because N-photon interferometry with entangled states has been proven to represent a great potential for imaging and metrological applications [6, 7] . In particular it has been proposed [8] and experimentally shown [9] that it is possible to do quantum lithography beyond the classical diffraction limit. In this experiment we simulated the experiment of D'Angelo et al. [9] with a pseudothermal source of light [10] . The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1 : the pseudo-thermal light source [11, 12] illuminates a double slit of slit-width a with slit-distance d; the joint photo-detection occurs in the far field plane with two photon counting detectors.
In a simple physical model for the process at the two-photon level, one possible basis of the physical state space that describes the two-photon systenm may be composed by the following three normalized states: la) = atatO);
(1) /3) = btbt, 10); = /(a + btka',)j).
Here at and bt stand for creation operators of the photons generated at the upper and lower slit respectively; while k, and k' corresponds to the nmodes of the radiation leading to detectors D1 and D2 respectively. Notice that the three basis vectors correspond to the three intuitive alternatives of joinit photodetection, i.e. (a) the two photons both come from the upper slit A; (3) both come from the lower slit B; or (ay) one comes from A and the other from B. The quantity that governs the rate of coincidence counts, i.e. the second order Glauber correlation function [13] can be expressed as follows: G(2) ,X leik(rAl+rA2)12 + lik(r3l+rIn2)l2 +1 Cik(-AI +rs2 ± +ik(r31+rA2)l2 (2) 2 The "upper-upper" and "lower-lower" possibilities are responsible for the first two terms, while the suiperposition of the indistinguishable two-photon amplitudes "upper-lower" (A -* D1 with B -D2) and "lower-upper" (A -+ D2 with B --Dl) are responsible for the last term, the interference term. In the far field zone and considering the finite size of the slits, the interference-diffraction pattern is thus:
Az Az Fig. 2 reports the measured two-photon interference-diffraction pattern. The solid line represents the theoretical fit using Eq. 3. It is interesting to see that, similarly to the SPDC case, the interference-diffraction pattern is twice as narrow as the standard interference-diffraction pattern of He-Ne light (shown in the lower plot of Fig. 2 for comparison) and with interference modulation twice as large as the standard pattern, as if it was produced by a source of light with half the wavelength of the He-Ne laser. The visibility of the pattern, however, is about 28% whereas SPDC allows 100% visibility.
From a practical point of view it is important to notice that with a pseudo-thermal source we achieved the same doubling in spatial resolution that was obtained with entangled two-photon states. Recently it has been shown that with entangled four-photon states it is possible to achieve resolutions four times better than the standard limit [7] . However notice that since in our experiment the source of light does not involve any nonlinear process (i.e. the wavelength of the two photons is the same of the pump, while in SPDC the entangled photons have twice the wavelength of the laser pump), the increase in spatial resolution is twice as large as the increase obtained in the analogous (same N, number of entangled photons) case with entangled photons. Moreover notice that in a historical experiment similar to ours [14] the increase in spatial resolution was not obtained, however the similarities between the two experiments and the fact that in [14] the intensity of light was much higher, lead us to think that with this source of light it can be overcome the main limitation presented by entangled photon sources at the moment, i.e.: the low counting rates. The practical applicability of the method shown here could be precluded by the low visibility of the pattern. For certain measurements, however, it may be possible to implement a detection scheme insensitive to the constant background noise that could restore high visibilities.
In conclusion, we have experimentally studied a second order interference phenomenon with thermal light. Paraphrasing Dirac, we may summarize the physics as follows: although each photon did not interfere with itself in this experiment, the observed interference is the result of each pair of independent photons interfering with itself. The potential of second order interference with thermal and/or chaotic light in the context of high resolution interferometry has been briefly discussed. 
